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81. INTRODUCTION 
OUR GOAL is to develop a workable substitute for manifolds in dimension 4. The actual 
manifold theory seems to be rather intractable: the dimension is too low for the 
Whitney trick, which is the key to higher dimensional results. It is too high to support 
any analog of the embedded surface theory which has lead to such remarkable 
advances in dimension 3. As a result what is known seems fragmented and weak 
compared to the other dimensions. 
The importance of filling this gap extends beyond the interest inherent in the 
special case. For example such results might permit the use of induction on dimension 
in proofs or descriptions of high dimensional phenomena. Studies of stratified objects, 
particularly (quotients of) group actions are seriously inconvenienced by the necessity 
of avoiding 4-dimensional strata. And needless to say, the need to avoid dimension 4 
when applying the topological transversality theorem has been a handicap. 
Unfortunately in all these situations the desired results may actually be false. It is 
a striking fact that despite ingenious and determined efforts to the contrary, every- 
thing known is compatible with the 4-dimensional hauptvermutung. (This would assert 
that a homeomorphism is isotopic to a diffeomorphism. Consequently all 4-manifolds 
would be smoothable.) The hauptvermutung contradicts much of what an optimistic 
person might hope for. 
Our point of view on this situation is that it would be quite useful to have analogs 
of the high dimensional results, even if the objects involved are (perhaps neces- 
sarily) not genuine manifolds. In this paper we introduce F manifolds, and show that 
there are F manifold versions of at least the simply connected cases of many of these 
results. 
An F4 manifold is a homology 4-manifold with isolated I-LC non-manifold points, 
with smoothable complement. Equivalently M is F4 if there is a discrete subset 
P C M such that M-P is a smooth manifold, and for each x E P the end of M-x is 
proper homotopy equivalent to the end of S3 x [0,x). 
An F5 manifold is a homology manifold whose boundary is collared and is an F4 
manifold, and whose interior is a manifold. If n # 4, 5, define an F” manifold simply to 
be a (topological) manifold. 
Several basic facts about F manifolds follow directly from the literature. After 
starting these we will describe the results of the paper. 
The first remark is that an isolated I-LC singular point of a homology manifold is 
actually a manifold point in any dimension # 4. (In dimension 3 we must assume that 
there are no fake 3-balls in a neighborhood of the point.) This is why it is reasonable 
to single out 4 when defining F manifolds. It is actually still unknown whether there 
are any genuinely singular F4 manifolds, but is seems very likely. 
Next, if M is F4 then M x R is a manifold. This is in [4]. Therefore for example if 
M is F4 then M x I is F5 (the interior is a manifold). 
The third remark is an extension of the topological transversality theorem. 
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Suppose M is an F manifold, X a space containing a topological microbundle, and 
f: M +X is transverse to the bundle on JM. Kirby and Siebenmann have shown[3] 
that if the dimension of M and the preimage are both # 4, then f can be moved rel 3M 
to be transverse to the bundle. The extension is that the theorem is valid in all 
dimensions with F manifold domains and preimages. 
The transversality result with preimage dimension 4 comes from the methods of 
Scharlemann [171. He constructs preimages with singularities which are cones on the 
Poincare homology sphere C, and therefore not I-LC. To adapt his method to F4 
preimages requires only the existence of a locally flat proper embedding M C W’, 
where M is a contractible F4 manifold with end C x [0, 30). According to [9] there is a 
compact contractible F4 manifold N, with JN = ‘c. (int N) X R is a contractible 
5-manifold with l-connected end, hence R5. Therefore (int N)C (int N) X R is the 
required embedding. 
The domain dimension 4 case results from smooth transversality in the comple- 
ment of the singular points. 
The key to deeper results is the embedding theorem of 62. The methods of the first 
author[9] are extended slightly to produce embeddings of 2-discs in simply connected 
F4 manifolds. These embeddings may be wrinkled (locally flat except for isolated 
points at which it is still locally homotopically unknotted [9]). Alternatively, locally flat 
embeddings are produced in F4 manifolds which are F5 h-cobordant to the original 
one. These theorems are used essentially as replacements for the Whitney trick of 
higher dimensions. Usually a fair amount of maneuvering is required to get them to 
apply, however. 
The main result of 83 is that the standard surgery theorem holds for l-connected 
F4 manifolds. This approach provides the normal bordism missing in a similar 
theorem in [9]. As a sample application we give a uniform computation (i.e. no 
dimension restrictions) of certain groups of semifree S’ actions on homology spheres. 
In $4 similar ideas are applied to ambient surgery of F4 manifolds in 5-manifolds. 
The first result is an analog of a theorem of Browder et al. [2] (or Siebenmann [IS]): a 
j-manifold M is the interior of a compact F5 manifold with simply connected 
boundary if and only if H,(M) is finitely generated, and M has finitely many ends 
each of which is l-connected. There is also an analog of a splitting theorem of 
Cappell[5]. 
In $5 we show that l-connected S-dimensional smooth h-cobordisms are unions of 
mapping cylinders. The maps go from the boundary components to an F4 manifold in 
the middle. 
Finally in 96 we classify closed l-connected F4 manifolds up to h-corbodism. 
We should mention that there have been several earlier proposals for “workable 
substitutes for manifolds” in dimension 4. One is the stable theory, which allows 
connected sums with S2 x S2. Surgery in this context is due to Cappell and 
Shaneson[7], and the general theory is described by the second author in [151. There 
are a few important applications in which stabilization can be achieved without 
changing the problem, and for these the stable theory yields better results. However 
these applications are relatively rare. 
Another proposal is the use of PL homology manifolds whose singularities are 
cones on homology 3-spheres. As mentioned above, this is the original setting of 
Scharlemann’s transversality theorem. Surgery and splitting theorems in this context 
are given by the first author and Taylor in [lo]. Again this can give better results in 
restricted situations, but again these are rare. This approach does not give any 
information about S-dimensional h-cobordisms, for example. 
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92. EMBEDDING THEOREMS 
2.1 THEOREM. Suppose M is a l-connected F4 manifold and fo: (D’, S’)+ (M, aM) 
restricts to a (locallyflat) embeddingof S’ in JM. Suppose that thereis (Y E H,(M;Z) such 
that (Y . [f,,] = 1 and a . (Y = 0. Then there is a homotopy of f,, rel S’ to an embedding f, with 
l-connected complement which is locally flat except at the origin of D2, and is locally 
homotopicully unknotted there. 
We will refer to these non locally flat but homotopically unknotted embeddings as 
“wrinkled”. With this definition a wrinkled disc has complement with an end proper 
homotopy equivalent to (D2, a) x (S’ x [Q, m)), the same as a flatly embedded disc. 
2.2 THEOREM. Suppose f,, satisfies the hypotheses of 2.1, and in addition is a 
smooth immersion (into the complement of the singular set) with selfintersection zero. 
Then there is an FS h-cobordism (W: M, M’) which is a product on aM and off a 
compact set, and an immersion F: D x I + W which is constant S’ x I + aM X Z, 
F/D2 x (0) = fO: D2 + M, and F]D2 x {I}+ M’ is a (smooth) embedding with l-connected 
complement. 
S&intersection zero means that in general position the numbers of positive and 
negative double points are equal. 
proof of 2.1. Simply by deleting the singular points it is sufficient to consider the 
theorem in the case that M is smooth (and open) and f0 is smooth immersion. 
The existence of (Y implies that v,(M - f0(D2)) is perfect, so a few Casson moves 
(see ]91, “added in proof”) gives an fu with l-connected complement. On this we erect 
a 4-stage Casson hierachy X4. We will be a little sketchy about these hierachies since 
they follow closely the ideas of [9]. We have not been able to simplify or extend these 
ideas enough to justify repeating them. 
A hierarchy X4 takes the following form: X4 = cf0’(D2); f12(D2), . . . , ff2(D2); 
f ,‘(D2)v . . . f!JD*); f,4(D2), . . . , ffd(D2)}. Here fO’ is the original f0 of the theorem, and 
the other fF(D2) are discs in general position which meet the union of the lower stages 
and the other discs of the same stage only in its boundary. If k 5 3 f/(JD2) is required 
to be a standard loop in one of the f$-’ passing through exactly one self-intersection 
point. If k I 2 each self-intersection point is on one of the ff”(aD2). If k = 4{f;(aD2)} 
determines a free basis for 7~~ (first 3 stages of X4); the loops are dually (geometrically 
triangular) paired with the self-intersections of the stage but may wander around in 
the first two stages. 
Framing restrictions are also imposed on the discs in the first three stages. If N is 
a regular neighborhood of any f:, k = 2 or 3, then N is diffeomorphic to a boundary sum 
of copies of S’ x 0’ and has a framing F determined by the nullhomotopy in the next 
stage. On the other hand the boundary curve fF(aD’) has a natural framing from the 
normal bundles of the various surfaces intersecting along the curve. The condition 
required is that if 2-handles are attached to N in the standard way (using F) to yield 
B4, the framed curves fF(dD2) C S’ should become unknotted, and O-framed. 
The final requirement is that r,(M - U X4) = 0. 
Following [9] 94 we may construct a sequence of such 4-stage hierarchies Xl, i L 0 
together with regular neighborhoods N’ of UX4’ which satisfy the following con- 
ditions: 
(a) the first two stages of Xi are the same for all i. 
(b) N’ C N’-‘, and rl(Niel - N’)+ rr(N’-’ - U first two stages)) is an isomor- 
phism. 
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(c) the image of ,,(N’+‘- U (first two stages)) in 5-,(N’ - U (first two stages)) is 
infinite cyclic. 
Now the proof of Theorem 8 of [9] can be applied to shrink the intersection of the 
sequence. . . Ni 1 Ni+l 1 Ni+2 1 . . . to a single point. The result is a regular homo- 
topy (except at the origin of II* at the final stage) of fO to the desired embedding f,. 
The homotopy unknottedness follows from condition c above. 
The reader wishing to work through this argument in detail may find it helpful in 
dealing with the fundamental group conditions (and particularly the role of the 
framing hypothesis) to redefine hierarchies using immersed “Whitney” and “ac- 
cessory” discs in the lower stages. Whitney and accessory discs will be defined in the 
proof of 5.1. 
Proof of 2.2. We will deduce 2.2 from 2.1 and a stable result. 
As in the proof of 2.1 we can suppose M is smooth (and open), fO is smooth, and 
the complement of its image is l-connected. 
Next observe that fO is regularly homotopic to a framed embedding in M#S2 x S* 
with l-connected complement. To see this note that fO has a framed embedded 
transverse sphere in M#S2 x S2 [15, Proposition 2.31. Copies of this sphere can be 
added to fO to eliminate the selfintersections. Since fO has algebraic selfintersection 
zero, f, is algebraically fO plus zero times the transverse sphere. Therefore f, is 
homotopic to fO. The complement is l-connected because f, has a transverse sphere. 
The problem now is to get rid of the S* x S2 summand. The best that can be done 
currently in the smooth category is to construct a regular homotopy of S2 v 
S2 C MRS’ x S2 to an immersion g: S2 v S2+ M#S2 x S2 which is disjoint from f,, 
the components g(S* v *), g(* v S2) intersect transversally in a single point, and the 
complement of f, U g is l-connected. This is done as follows: the inclusion is disjoint 
from fO, so has algebraic intersection zero with f,. Therefore it is regularly homotopic 
to an immersion disjoint from fr. After Casson moves, the complement is l-connected. 
Apply[ 15,2.3] to construct a framed immersed transverse sphere for one S2 disjoint 
from the other. This transverse sphere can be used to remove all but one intersection 
point between them. 
Let N be an open regular neighborhood of the image of f, and g/S2 v *. Then 
g: (* v S2-disc) -+ M#S2 x S2 - N satisfies the hypotheses of 2.1. Therefore it is 
homotopic rel boundary to a wrinkled embedding. Similarly we can replace g(S2 v * 
by a wrinkled embedding in the complement, and obtain a wrinkled embedding 
h: S2 v S2+ M#S2 x S2 disjoint from f, and with l-connected complement. 
The quotient M’= (M#S2 x S*)/h(S’ v S2) is an F4 manifold in which f, is a 
smooth embedding. To complete the proof of 2.2 we must show that M’ is h- 
cobordant to M. Consider h x 1: (S* v S2) x R2+(M#S2 x S*) x R2. Since locally 
homotopically unknotted embeddings are locally flat in dimensions 2 6 [ 161, h X 1 is a 
framed proper embedding. Perform “proper surgery”[ 111 on one copy of S* X R2 to 
construct a normal bordism to a manifold N. The other S* x R2 gets opened up to 
D2 x R2 C N, and M’ x R2 is the quotient of N obtained by identifying each 2-disc 
D2 x {t} to a point. This defines a cell-like map N + M’ x R2, so can be approximated 
by a homeomorphism. When put together with the normal bordism of the surgery, this 
gives a proper normal bordism from 1: M x R2+ M x R2 to M’ x R2-+ M x R* which is 
an isomorphism on the boundary and off of (compact in M) x R2. 
Transversality produces a normal bordism W + M from the identity to M’-, M. 
Finally since M’+ M is a homotopy equivalence, and the 5-dimensional surgery 
obstruction group is zero, surgery can be done on this normal bordism to produce an 
h-cobordism. 
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This completes the proof of 2.2. A longer but perhaps more elegant way to produce 
the h-cobordism is to show that the embedding h can be constructed inside a regular 
neighborhood of the original S2 v S2 C M#S2 x S2. Dividing out first h(S2 v S2) (discs) 
and then the regular neighborhood yields a cell-like map f: M’+ M. The mapping 
cylinder of f union M x I is an h-cobordism. 
There is also a proof of 2.2 more in the spirit of [9] which reduces it to a proper 
homotopy link slice problem. 
53. SURGERY AND CROUP ACTIONS 
3.1 THEOREM. Suppose X is a l-connected Poincart! space, M is a compact F4 
manifold, and f: (M, aM)-+ (X, 8X) is a degree one normal map which is a homology 
equivalence on the boundary. Then f is F5 normally bordant rel boundary to a 
homotopy equivalence if and only if the index of M is equal to the index of X. 
This is the F4 analog of the standard surgery theorem (Browder [I, II. 1.21, or 
Wall [20, Theorem 3.21). Notice that since M x R is a manifold, M has a well defined 
stable normal bundle. This fact is required in defining normal maps, etc. 
The standard proof shows the necessity of the index condition. It also shows that 
when the index condition is satisfied there is a normal bordism rel 8M to a 
2-connected map, and then there are framed immersions ai, pi: S2+ M with algebraic 
intersections Qli * aj = 0 = pi * pi, and (Yi 9 pj = 0 if if j, and - 1 if i = j. Finally these 
classes have the property that if the pi are regularly homotopic to disjoint framed 
embeddings with a simply connected complement then the desired normal bordism 
can be constructed. We will use 2.2 in place of general position to find Whitney discs 
to remove intersections. 
First, perform Casson moves on the ai so that the complement of U ai is 
l-connected. Choose a framed immersed transverse family representing the pi [l5, 
Proposition 2.31 and perform Casson moves so that U pi U (Yi has l-connected 
complement. 
NOW let N, be a regular neighborhood of U ai U pi, j# 1. The map PI: (S2 - pi’ 
(int N,))-+ M - int N, is a map of a 2-disc which satisfies the hypotheses of 2.2. 
Therefore there is an h-corbordism of M constant on a neighborhood of cy;, pi, j# 1, 
and aM, to an F4 manifold in which p, is represented by a framed embedding. 
By induction this shows M can be changed by h-cobordism to M’ in which all {pi} 
can be represented by disjoint framed embedded spheres. Surgery on these spheres 
produces a normal bordism to the desired homotopy equivalence. This completes the 
proof of 3.1. 
It is now possible to give a statement of topological l-connected surgery with no 
dimension restrictions. One uses F manifolds to include dimension 4, and requires 
only homology equivalence to include dimension 3. In particular with these 
modifications the stralified surgery and G surgery Theorems 4.6 and 2.2 of Browder 
and Quinn[31 hold without dimension restriction. We give a sample result from this 
extended theory. 
We consider certain semifree S’ actions on homology spheres. The definition is 
carefully arranged to give the simplest answer (i.e. avoid hangups and special cases). 
Let (SZk-‘, S’) denote the standard S’ action on SZk-’ c Ck. 
3.2 Definition. &(j, k) is the set of concordance classes of semi-free S’ actions on 
homology spheres, subject to the following restrictions. 
(I) The fixed set is an F manifold of dimension j - 1. 
(2) The complement of the fixed set in the quotient is an F manifold of dimension 
j + 2k - 2 if k > 0, and is empty if k = 0. 
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(3) If k > 0 a neighborhood of the fixed set Cf C C is equivariantly homeomorphic to 
C, x C(SZkm’, S’) by an homeomorphism which homotopy commutes in the diagram 
projection 
4 I szr-’ - s 2&-I 
\ 
Inclusions 
4 
The equivalence relation is given by semifree actions on homology Si+2ki’ x I 
satisfying similar hypotheses. 
3.3 THEOREM. &(j, k) is giuen by: 
If j = 1 (2), &(j, k) = 0. If j = 0 (2) k = 1 (2), &(j, k) = k - l/2 (Z @Z/2). If 
j-0(2)k-0(2),&(j,k)=k-2/2(Z@Z/2)@AiwhereAi=Z ifj=0(4),Ai=Z/2if 
j = 2 (4). 
Previous to this paper it would have necessary to exclude &(3, k) all k, and 
various low values of (j, k). 
We will not give the proof in detail. However P. A. Smith theory and restriction 3 
of 3.2 identify &(j, k) (in the notation of [3]) as the set of transverse isovariant F, H* 
structures on the standard example Sjm’*(SZk-‘, S’). This set of structures fits in a 
surgery exact sequence with a set of normal maps, and a surgery obstruction group, 
both of which can be calculated. 
This same analysis can be extended to certain torus actions on spheres. In a 
slightly different direction the results of this paper can be applied to pseudofree S’ 
actions. For example the results announced by Fintushel and Stern[S] are accessible 
to our techniques. 
54. RECOGNIZING INTERIORS OF F5 MANIFOLDS, AND A SPLITTING THEOREM 
4.1 THEOREM. Suppose W is an open topological 5-manifold. Then W is the 
interior of a compact F5 manifold with l-connected boundary components if and only 
if H,( W; Z) is finitely generated, and W has a finite number of ends each of which is 
1 -connected. 
Remark. This is the F5 analog of the theorem of Browder et al. [2] which applies to 
dimensions 16. (A nonsimply connected version was given by Siebenmann [ 181, but as 
yet there is no corresponding nonsimply connected F” theorem.) We will concentrate 
on the modifications required in the higher dimensional proof. The proof proceeds 
inductively, fitting a boundary on one end at a time until the manifold is compact. For 
the induction step let h: W+IW be a proper map such that the end over +== is 
connected. 
According to the F* transversality theorem of the introduction, there is a proper 
homotopy of h so that h is transverse regular (with F* preimages) to the integers 
Z C Ft. The usual proof then shows that if m is given, there is an n > m such that 
ambient 0 and 1 surgeries can be performed on h-‘(n) in h-‘(m, x) to make it 
connected and l-connected. Then h can be modified on h-’ (m, x) so that the new 
submanifold is again the inverse image of n. 
Next the usual proof shows that if m is large enough (so that H*h-I(--=, m)+ 
H* W is onto) and h-‘(m) is l-connected, then the only nonvanishing relative 
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homology of (h-‘[RI,=), h-‘(m)) is H7, which we will denote by A. Further the 
boundary carries this isomophically to a summand of Hz(h-l(m).. 
The goal is to represent a basis of A by disjointly embedded 3-handles (D3 X D*, 
S* x D*) c (h-‘[m, m), h-‘(m)), such that the complement of the boundary f-spheres in 
K’(m) is l-connected. 
Suppose this can be done. Then we can define U C W by deleting the interiors of 
these handles from K’[m, x). Since the boundary spheres had l-connected comple- 
ment, both U and JI!J are l-connected. By excision H,(U, JU) = 0. Therefore U 
deformation retracts to r7U. From this it follows that U is homeomorphic to all X 
[0, l), and a boundary can be added by adding 3U x {I}. 
We recall two proofs that U = ??I!/ x [0, 1). First dU is collared in U, SO we could 
use 5-dimensional engulfing to engulf U with a collar dU x [0, I). Alternatively we 
could construct a proper 6-dimensional h-cobordism (rel dU) between U and t?U X 
[0, 1) by forming U x I and deleting the complement of an open collar of dU in 
U x (1). Such a proper h-cobordism is a product, so the ends are homeomorphic. 
(This proper h-cobordism theorem can be obtained from the (E, h) cobordism 
Theorem 2.7 of [ 161 by choosing a proper map to [0, m), and then shrinking in [0, x) to 
obtain an (a h) cobordism. See also [ 191). 
Now consider representing A by embedded 3-handles. 
The high dimensional proof would go as follows: restrict the problem to a compact 
submanifold which is a handlebody with only 2- and 3-handles. After handle 
maneuvers, represent the classes by some of the 3-handles. These are attached on top 
of the 2-handles, however. The main step is the use of the Whitney trick in the 
intermediate level to move these 3-handles off of the 2-handles. We would then have 
the desired 3-handles, with boundaries on h-‘(m). 
Problems to be overcome are the lack of handlebody structures on FS manifolds, 
and the failure of the Whitney trick. 
Since A is finitely generated, it is supported on some h-‘[m, no]. As above we can 
make some hm’(nl) l-connected without changing h on (-x, no], for some H’> no. 
Define W to be h-’ [m, nl], d,W = h-‘(m), and a, W = hm’(n’). A is a free summand of 
H,( W, doW), which is compact but possibly still not a handlebody. 
Let ki be a finite tree in a,W whose endpoints which are the singular points of 
d;W, and which is locally flat except at these endpoints. If &W has 0 or 1 singular 
points, k’ is just a single point. Next let k be k. U k, union a locally flat arc joining k. 
and k’ through the interior of W. W - k has a smooth structure. This is because each 
diW - ki has a smooth structure (from the definition of F4), and (W - k, d W) has 
homological dimension 3 so these smooth structures extended over W - k. 
In particular ( W - k, 8, W - k,) has a smooth handlebody structure. We claim it has 
one with only one layer of 2-handles, and then one layer of 3-handles. Since it is open, 
there will be an infinite number of handles in each layer. To see this choose a proper 
map W - k -+ [0, x). Then this map can be modified (by shrinking in [0, x)) so that 
W - k and &W - ki are all (E, I) connected over (0, 00). This modification is possible 
because W - k and 8iW - ki are all l-connected, and (because of the local flatness of k) 
the end of ( W - k,; do W - ko, d, W - k’) is proper homotopy equivalent to the end of 
(S3 X I X [O, =); s3 X (0) X [O, m), s3 X {I} X [O, x). 0 nce these are (E, 1) connected, Corol- 
lary 6.2 of [161 applies to give the desired handlebody structure. 
Now return to the summand A C H3 (WI do W) we want to represent by handles. A 
is also a summand of the chain group Z [3-handles], and is contained in a subgroup 
generated by some finite number of these handles, say A C Z[O,, . . . O,]. Choose a 
complementary summand A’ and bases for A and A’. These give an automorphism of 
Z”. K’(Z) = 0 so this is a product of elementary matrices. The elementary matrices can be 
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realized by handle addition of the 0i, and give a new handlebody structure in which A is 
generated by handles. 
Let N be the level between the 2 and 3 handles of W - k. Denote the boundaries 
of the 3-handles in A by pi: S2+ N, i = 1,. . . n. Denote the boundaries of the duals of 
the2-handlesbyai:S2+N,i=1,... ~0. To move the 3-handles off the 2-handles we 
must isotop the pj disjoint from the CX~ 
Since (&, W - /co) is (E, 1) connected, the 2-handles are attached trivially. This is a 
slight extension of an argument of Wa11[21]. Therefore they have disjoint framed 
embedded transverse spheres, and in particular their complement is l-connected. 
The same reasoning applied to the duals of the 3-handles shows that the comple- 
ment of the image of U pj is also l-connected. 
Finally recall that the summand A C H3( W, do W) injects onto a summand of 
H2(&W). In particular the boundaries of the representing handles are zero in the 
second chain group. Since the boundary is given by intersections (Y; . pi, ai * pj = 0 for 
all i, j. 
We are ready to begin modification of the @. First the complement of the image of 
{ai} U {pi} has HI = 0 b ecause A injects into H2(&,W). Therefore we can find an 
isotopy of {pi} (consisting of Casson moves which push a bit of one of the /3; along an 
arc and through some aj) which makes the complement of {ai} U {pi} l-connected. 
Next choose a pair of algebraically cancelling intersection points. As in 42 (proof 
of 2.2 up to step 5) we can find an immersed Whitney disc d with algebraic 
selfintersection zero and a dual (Y with (Y. (Y = 0. Theorem 2.2 now applies to give an 
h-cobordism of the complement of {ai} U {pi} in N in which d becomes an imbedding 
which is a product on the boundary and near the end. Since F5 h-cobordisms are 
invertible, and because the complement of the ai and pi is contained in the comple- 
ment of the attaching maps of handles on the two ends, we can express W - k as a 
union of two h-cobordisms and a handlebody. 
h - cobordism 2 and 3 
handles 
h - cobordism 
Fig. 1. 
The handlebody has the same intersections as the original, but the intermediate 
surface has been changed so that the Whitney disc is flatly embedded. The Whitney 
isotopy can be applied to reduce the number of intersections. 
This process may be repeated to yield an F4 manifold P C A4 h-cobordant to 
a,, W = h-‘(m) on which the handles generating A are attached directly. If we delete 
the interiors of these handles from the +m side of P, the argument above shows that 
the result is an open collar of the end. This completes the proof of 4.1. 
The techniques of this section and the last can also be used to prove splitting 
theorems. 
4.2 THEOREM. Suppose X C Y is a locally 2-sided codimension 1 Poincare’ sub- 
complex of a 5-dimensional Poincare’ complex. Suppose X is l-connected, and z-I Y 
has no 2-torsion. Then any simple homotopy equivalence f: MS-+ Y splits, i.e. f is 
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homotopic fo a map f’ which is F4 transverse to X with (f’)-’ (X)+X and (f’)-’ 
(Y - X) + Y - X homotopy equivalences. 
The proof follows that of Cappell[S] with now familiar modifications. There are 
more elaborate versions involving algebraic obstructions, as long as X is l-connected. 
Note that if X happens to be a manifold this result is already due to Cappell, and that 
there are stable versions which do not require X to be I-connected. 
55. AN /I-COBORDISM THEOREM 
5.1 THEOREM. Suppose (M; &,M, JIM) is a compact l-connected smooth S-dimen- 
sional h-cohordism. Then there is an F4 manifold N, cell-like maps f;: 3iM + N, and a 
homeomorphism M = (N,,)UN( N,,) which is the identity on &M. 
The mapping cylinder of fo: &,M + N is denoted NfO in the statement, so M is 
expressed as the union of two mapping cylinders. In fact N has a single singular 
point, say no, f;‘(no) is the only non-degenerate point inverse, f;‘(n,J is a contractible 
2-complex (a “Bing house with an even number of rooms”) and the inclusions 
f;‘(no) C aiM are smooth on the l-skeleton and wrinkled on some of the 2-cells. 
Proof. Before it breaks down, the usual proof of the h-cobordism theorem 
produces a handlebody structure on (M, &M) with the following properties: First 
there are only 2 and 3 handles, with cores h12,. . . , hk2 and h13,. . . , hk3. Second, the 
algebraic intersections are [ah’] . [a(h/)*] = 0 if if j, = I if i = j. Here (h/)* denotes the 
core of the dual 3-handle, and the intersections take place in the intermediate level N 
between the layers of handles. 
(h,2 1: dual 
to h,! 
BM 
Fig. 2. 
Notice that the region between a,M and N is a mapping cylinder of a,M + 
N U (Uih:) and the lower region is a mapping cylinder of &,M + N U (Ui(hz)*). 
Therefore the space M/( U ;(hf)* U (Uih:) is the union of mapping cylinders. Usually 
this quotient of N will not be an F4 manifold. We will show how to arrange the 
situation so that a little more can be divided out to repair this. 
The idea is this. The quotient of N by a pair of smoothly embedded 2-spheres 
which intersect transversely in one point is a manifold, because the end of the 
complement is S3 x [0, x). Suppose however there is an additional pair of intersection 
points which cancel algebraically. If there were a smooth Whitney disc for these 
points, the complement of the sphere and the disc would be the same as that of two 
spheres (obtained by the Whitney isotopy) with one transverse point, and joined by an 
arc. If we add an “accessory disc” to absorb the arc, we get the same complement as 
a transverse pair of spheres. 
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Fig. 3. 
Finally, we note that since complements of wrinkled discs are proper homotopy 
equivalent to flat ones, we would stell get a proper homotopy S3 x [0, m) end from the 
construction above even if the discs were wrinkled. 
Suppose a, b : S2 + M are immersions. 
Whitney discs. A Whitney circle is an embedding S’+ a U b which passes 
through exactly two intersection points, changes sheets, and the intersection points 
have opposite sign. A (flat) Whitney disc is a (flat) embedding LY: D2 + M such that (1) 
the image intersects a U b in a Whitney circle, and (2) the canonical framing of the 
normal bundle of the disc agrees with the natural framing of the circle induced by the 
surfaces a, b, a. 
Clearly a smoothly immersed Whitney disc makes sense. If (Y is a wrinkled 
embedding (see 2.2) we have to explain what condition (2) means. The local homotopy 
unknottedness implies that the homotopy inverse limit of the system of deleted 
neighborhoods of (Y has the homotopy type of an S’ fibration, which agrees with the 
normal bundle over the smooth part. The requirement is that the homotopy trivializa- 
tion of this fibration agree with the natural framing on the boundary. 
Accessory discs. An accessory circle is either a circle which passes through 
exactly one self intersection point, or passes through two intersection points of a n b, 
changing sheets in either case. An accessory disc is an embedded disc which 
intersects a U b in an accessory circle. No framing restrictions are imposed. 
We return now to the proof of 5.1. However another type of accessory disc will be 
defined after some notation is set up. 
First the collections of 2-spheres {ah:} and {fl(hf)*} separately have l-connected 
complements. (This is because &M and ?Y,M are l-connected; the argument is given 
in §4.) The algebraic information implies that there is an ambient isotopy of {ah:} 
(composed of Casson moves) so that the whole union has l-connected complement. 
Choose, for each pair ah’, (ah:)*, one intersection point of sign +I. 
Next choose a locally flat embedded path pi from ah; to ah:,,, for 1 5 i I k - 1. An 
accessory disc for a cancelling pair of intersection points between spheres not related 
by intersection +l is a disc which spans an arc going through one of these points, and 
then through the standard +l points between ahi) and a(h;)* for various i, and through 
the arcs bj, for appropriate i, j. 
A “complete collection” of Whitney and accessory discs consists of the following: 
a division of all the intersection points except the standard +I ones into algebraically 
cancelling pairs, and for each pair a Whitney disc and an accessory disc, all with 
disjoint interiors. 
It follows as in the remarks above that the union of the images of the spheres and 
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“h2” Bh; 
Fig. 4 
disc 
a complete collection of wrinkled Whitney and accessory discs has complement with 
end proper equivalent to S3 x [0,x). In particular the quotient is an F4 manifold. The 
goal therefore is to find such a collection. 
Suppose (as an induction hypothesis) that C C N is the union of the 2-spheres, 
arcs, and some Whitney and accessory discs. Suppose also that N - C is l-connected. 
Let (Y: S’ -+ C be a Whitney or accessory circle for a pair of intersection points which 
does not already have one in the collection C. 
Since C has l-connected complement (Y extends to an immersion h which 
intersects C in only a(S). We show how to improve h until it satisfies the hypotheses 
of 2.1. 
Step I. Suppose (Y is a Whitney circle. Then the distinguished linking torus around 
one of the intersection points intersects h in one point, and is disjoint from the discs 
in C. If (Y is an accessory circle for a pair which already has a Whitney disc, each 
intersection point has a linking torus which intersects the Whitney disc in exactly one 
point. A Norman-style connected sum gives a T*#T* in the complement of C which 
intersects h in one point. In either case we get a class t in H2 of the complement of C 
with t . t = 0 and intersecting h in one point. 
In the accessory case we now apply 2.1 to obtain a wrinkled embedding with 
l-connected complement. Add this to C and continue. In the Whitney case the 
framing hypothesis must be satisfied. 
Step 2. Since t exists, h can be changed by Casson moves so that the complement 
of C U h(P) is l-connected. 
Step 3. Let a be one of the spheres involved in the intersection, and let 6 be the 
sphere which intersects it with sign +I. Since b . b = 0 there is a framed inversion 
6: S*+ N regularly homotopic to b which is disjoint from C except for a single 
intersection with a. (Note however that since h - 6 we cannot make the complement 
l-connected. This problem determines the order of some of these steps.) 
Step 4. Twist[l4,92] about an arc in a to correct the framing, and remove 
self-intersections of h by pushing one sheet across the boundary arc lying in A. Both 
of these operations introduce intersections with a. 
Step 5. Add parallel copies of d to h to remove intersections with u. This does not 
change the framing since d is framed. It reintroduces self-intersections, but they are 
algebraically zero since d . 6 = 0. 
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Step 6. The map resulting from step 5, considered as a map into N minus an open 
regular neighborhood of C satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Therefore it is 
homotopic to a wrinkled embedding. Since the selfintersection is zero, the fiber 
homotopy trivialization of a neighborhood of the wrinkled disc agrees with the 
original framing near the boundary. The result is therefore a wrinkled Whitney disc. 
This shows that discs can be added to C until a complete collection of Whitney 
and accessory discs are obtained. 
Now consider the quotient of M by the union of the 3-discs h,’ and (h:)“, and 
C C N. As remarked at the beginning of the proof this is a union of mapping 
cylinders. We have arranged that the image of N is an F4 manifold. Finally we have 
divided out a contractible set (equivalent to a wedge of 3-discs) with I-LC comple- 
ment (this follows from 1-connectedness of the end of the complement in N) so the 
quotient is homeomorphic to M. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. The “in fact” statement after the 
theorem can be verified by figuring out what the preimages of the wrinkled Whitney 
and accessory discs look like in JiM. 
§6. A CLASSIFICATION OF l-CONNECTED F4 MANIFOLDS 
Suppose w is a unimodular quadratic form over the integers. Theorem 6 of [9] 
states that w can be realized as the intersection form of a closed l-connected F4 
manifold. We present the corresponding uniqueness theorem. 
6.1 THEOREM. If o is even, any two closed l-connected F4 manifolds with inter- 
section from w are F’ h-cohordant. If o is odd there are exactly two h-cobordism 
classes, distinguished for example by whether or not the topological S-manifold X x S’ 
is smoothable. 
Proof. Up to F5 h-cobordism we can assume our l-connected F4 manifolds have 
at most a single singular point. (Divided out a tree joining the singular points, locally 
flat except for the endpoints.) 
Now consider smooth ends proper homotopy equivalent to S3 x [O,m). Make the 
homotopy equivalence transverse to a level S3 x {t}, and consider the index of a 
smooth spin 4-manifold bounding this 3-manifold, divided by 8 and taken mod 2. 
Rochlin’s theorem implies that this is well defined and in fact an invariant of smooth 
h-cobordism class of the end (see [7]). It is also straightforward to see that this is the 
Kirby-Siebenmann obstruction to triangulating M x S’, [ 131. 
Next note that if two of these special F4 manifolds are F’ h-cobordant, the ends at 
the singular points are smoothly properly h-cobordant: join the singular points on the 
ends by an arc through the middle, then the smooth structure on the complements on 
the ends can be extended to the complement of the whole arc. 
It follows that the Rochlin invariant of the singular point is an invariant of the FS 
h-cobordism class. 
If the form w is even then M itself gives a spin manifold bounding a slice of the 
end. The index of w therefore determines the invariant of the singularity. If w is odd 
we can construct F4 manifolds with form w and either value for the invariant at the 
singularity. Nonsingular examples are homotopy equivalent to sums of +CP’. The 
nonzero invariant is obtained by replacing one of the summands by an exotic CP2: 
attach a 2-handle to the 4 ball along the right handed trefoil knot with framing +l. The 
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boundary of this is the PoincarC homology sphere. Add to this the F4 4-disc obtained 
by l-point compactifying the manifold called 1/2W in the proof of Theorem 6 of 191. 
Now suppose MO, M, are F4 manifolds with the same form and the same Rochlin 
invariant of the singularity. The theorem will be completed by showing that they are 
F5 h-cobordant. 
Choose a homotopy equivalence f: A4,,+ M,. The difference between the normal 
bundles is a map M, + G/TOP. Since the Rochlin invarients of the singularities are the 
same this deforms into G/PL. Since the indices are the same it deforms into the first 
stage of the Postnikov tower, K(Z/2,2). Finally Wall has shown in [20], Chap. 16 how 
to change f to kill this obstruction. There is therefore a topological normal bordism 
between MO and MI. Since the 5-dimensional l-connected surgery group is zero, this 
implies that MO and M, are h-cobordant. 
We remark that the straightforward generalization of the h-cobordism Theorem 
5.1 to F5 h-cobordisms, together with 6.1, would give a classification up to cell-like 
maps. This generalization has eluded proof so far, but still seems to us to be one of 
the more tractable of the problems remaining. 
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